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What we do
We make our customers #energyconfident by addressing the four
major risks associated with business energy spend.

Price Risk

Billing Risk

Consumption Risk

Delivery Risk

We work with you to reduce your risk by:
Providing risk management strategies
to deliver you the best priced energy

Ensuring that you are correctly billed
for your energy usage

Analysing your consumption to identify
energy saving opportunities

Supplying the resources, management
and funding to deliver your projects

Established in 1995, we are a specialist energy services company listed
on the London Stock Exchange with a market capitalisation of £750m.
Providing the complete energy service, from smart metering and data
to the delivery of sustainability projects, we are proud to have been a long-term energy
partner of large energy consumers including:

We know how to make you #energyconfident...
...but why should you be confident in us?
The trust and stability of a PLC with national and international coverage
Uniquely work with both energy suppliers and with leading blue chip customers
Support and advise regional, national and EU government across a range of
industry innovations
Continual investment in our people and processes through the deployment of the
latest technologies
The complete range of services we provide are delivered via our own in-house teams,
differentiating us from anyone else in the market

SmartVision Pro
The smarter energy savings tool
SmartVision Pro is our cloud-based energy management and analytics software
platform which helps you promote energy conservation measures and
reduce costs through a variety of innovative solutions.
Through this highly-intelligent, intuitive and user-friendly software, it’s possible to
inspect consumption patterns, verify project savings, track key performance indicators (KPIs), and
even forecast and budget for the future, giving you maximum visibility of your consumption and
the ability to identify, adjust, and ultimately save money.

Key features

One easy-to-use portal
for monitoring your
entire building portfolio

Multiform functionality
(PC, mobile and
tablet devices)

Energy dashboard for
automatic monitoring
and targeting

Fast and user-friendly
cloud-based software

Remote updates to
ensure continuous
improvement

Access to
API integrations

Unlimited
Scalability

How does it work?
SmartVision Pro comprises of four key components:

Dashboard
An interactive, flexible and customisable user interface
- Fully configurable widgets

Reporting
Auto-generated reports to stay up to date on energy use, trends and costs
- Ability to access historical data and create bespoke reports

Alerts

(review lessons learned and set objectives)
React to threshold breaches immediately through automatic notifications
(review
efficiency and identify opportunities)
- Receive alerts via
SMS or email

Analysis
Smart analytic apps that break down complex meter data
- Visualise and understand trends to affect behaviour change

SmartVision Pro + Energy Desk
With the addition of our Energy Desk, you get all the advantages of SmartVision
Pro and its online energy management portal, plus the added benefit of the
dedicated support of SMS energy analysts.
Our experts help you to fully optimise SmartVision Pro through tailoring
management information to suit your needs.

Energy Desk
Monitor Smarter

The SMS Energy Desk provides an all-encompassing energy monitoring service that can adapt to
the demands of organisations from any sector. This bespoke service allows you to visualise your
energy use, energy cost and carbon emissions from a single building to an entire operational estate.
Using accurate data, our energy analysts work with you to mitigate rising energy costs across your
estate. We do this by:
Identifying over consuming sites
Assessing operational performance
Engaging key personnel
Highlighting cost avoidance measures.

Key Features

Strategic Energy
Targeting

Employee Coaching
and Engagement

Energy Reduction
Planning

Remote Desktop
Analysis

Cost Saving
Measurements

Telephone
Audits

Ongoing
Technical Support

Be #energyconfident
For more information, contact us today!
Prennau House,
Copse Walk,
Cardiff Gate Business Park,
Cardiff, CF23 8XH
info@sms-plc.com
Tel: 029 2073 9500
sms-plc.com

